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Application
BKS64-PL is a control and indication device for motorized fire dampers that can control up to
64 BKN230-24-PL communication modules. In total, it can monitor up to 64 motorized fire
dampers and 64 smoke detectors in any topology. The system uses powerline technology,
communication with the communication modules directly via a 230V AC power cable.
Communication modules (BKN230-24-PL) have a unique physical MAC address and are therefore
automatically recognized. The position of the damper and any eventual failures are displayed
directly on the device. The damper can be selected and tested by pressing the button. The
dampers can be opened or closed with a potential-free contact or an external + 24V AC / DC
voltage source. Master (BKS64-PL) can also be controlled by Modbus (TCP / IP and RTU) or BACnet
(IP or MS / TP) protocol, so it can be considered as Modbus / Powerline or BACnet / Powerline
gateway. The device can be connected to a computer via ethernet or USB interface and controlled
by the CDU software.
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The BKN230-24-PL communication module serves as a communication and power supply for
one motorized fire damper with convention 24V actuator. It also has terminals for connecting a
smoke detector and a USB interface for updating the software (it can be updated via powerline).
With the test button, you can test if the damper reaches both end positions in time, and can also
measure power consumption. Communication with the central control unit (BKS64-PL) is done via
powerline technology; communication with the slaves is performed directly via 230V AC power
cable. Powerline slaves (BKN230-24-PL) have a unique physical MAC address and are always
recognized by the master, regardless of pre-or automatic addressing.
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